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Notes / Special Instructions:  This release and previous releases may 

include new feature work for FHIR. Although work was complete, the 

ability to send FHIR is not yet available. 

 

    

         

  

This release contains the following items: 
 

    

         

  

 
 

JIRA ID ServiceNow  

Ref 

Type Title Description 

D10-2972 

 

N/A Defect 114 Hotifx - AWS MySql - Slow 

query in Connect Console 

A slow query was found in the 112 

Connect console and was impacting 

performance. A hotfix was provided 

which now forces indexing on the slow 

query. 

D10-2920 

 

N/A Task Fix SonarQube Code Smells 

 

Whilst reviewing DMC in SonarQube a 
few code smells were found within the 
Connect code. The team have resolved 
these issues and reduced the number of 
code smells within the product. 

D10-2905 

 

N/A Defect Mesh Processor - Expired and 

Errored documents not sending 

status updates to hubs 

Two issues were identified: 

1. When rejecting MESH 

documents that have had no 

updates for 5 days, these are set 

to rejected status. Connect did 

not check if these document 

statuses needed passing back to 

the hubs. 

2. If an error report is found from 

MESH, the documents are 

rejected again. These document 

statuses were not passed back 

again. 

Both issues have now been resolved 

and the correct status is now passed 

back to the sending hubs. 

D10-2852 

 

N/A Task INVESTIGATE - Receiving FHIR 

through the API 

This task has been used to investigate 

the upcoming work involved with the 

“Receiving TOC documents” project. 

D10-2730 

 

N/A Story DMC - Early Warning 

 

A new feature has been added for the 

Support teams to allow them to identify 

senders that have not posted in 24hrs. 



This will act as an alert for senders that 

could be experiencing issues. 

D10-2707 

 

DFCT0011361 Defect Date filtering When filtering Connect Documents, the 
system recognised December last year to 
be chronologically later than January of 
this year. This has now been resolved 
and date filter now works as expected. 

D10-2705 

 

DFCT0011374 Defect Document Metadata notes not 

being moved 

When updating and resending, some 

Metadata was not being moved from the 

old document to the new document, this 

included: 

- Notes 

- Gender 

D10-2510 

 

N/A Defect SUPPORT: TIF Conversion failure 

 

An error was identified by support which 

was causing some documents to error 

during conversion to TIF. The issue was 

replicated and has now been resolved. 

D10-2509 

 

N/A Defect SUPPORT: Unknown Reason An issue with NHS mail documents 

meant that documents would error with 

an ‘Unknown Error’. Due to this error 

message not providing any detail, we 

have now added error ids which will help 

support establish the root cause of the 

unknown error. 

D10-2506 

 

N/A Defect SUPPORT: 400 No required SSL 

certificate 

This task stops EMIS checked 

documents from being set to error if http 

status code is not 200, this is so that the 

documents can attempt again. 

D10-2505 

 

N/A Defect SUPPORT: Stop API from updating 

the status on archived documents 

The ability to update the document status 

of archived documents was causing 

confusing in document audits. This is not 

possible now and once a document has 

been archived, status updates are not 

available. 

 

 

 


